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Temporary

Rafael Ochoa digitally alters a 
Internet sourced image by 
changing the subject’s facial 
features, customizing colours of 
certain items, adding digital film 
grain, and applying colour 
grading.  

Here you can discern the 
untouched regions outside the 
software’s canvas—revealing 
discrepancies between production 
states.  The fully altered image 
serves as the exhibit’s primary 
graphic. 

Superofficial - Ideas On Playing House

  This publication not only introduces York’s 2012 MFA graduates, 
but realizes the consequences of showing in group exhibitions.  
Consider for a moment the suspended contents of a graphic design 
layout.  The contents exist in a temporary hypothetical situation-
nothing more than a propositional concept.  In this way the nature 
of group exhibitions temporarily suspends the work from individual 
artistic discourses, positing a permanent unitary cohesion.

  In Temporary, the MFA candidates position themselves as curators 
of a show by enacting critic Rosalind Krauss’ theory of “technical 
support”.  Krauss proposed a definition of aesthetic shifts in 
contemporary art today away from traditional mediums such as 
painting, drawing and sculpture in favor for broader explorations of 
media.  Clearly, the artists in this show retain traditional postures, 
but it is transformed by the implementation of MFA program 
technicalities, such as the curated group show and accompanying 
publication, that behave as a total medium.

  In the world of amateur group shows, the incidental unity of the 
participating artists typically leads to absurd and ambiguous exhibition 
titles accompanied by token and over-reaching themes.  As you move 
up the calibre ladder, artful curation tends to hide the seams of 
incongruence.  Questions arise whether such strategies the MFAs enact 
in Temporary are appropriate solutions to such issues they face, for it is 
arguably a mere extension of the overuse of difficulty aesthetics among 
young artists and institutions as a tactic to achieve the illusion 
intellectual complexity.

  We must reinterpret the term “solution” for a moment and 
consider the issues at hand as historical conditions and 
professional situations these MFA candidates find 
themselves in.  So once the issues are seen as mere incidental 
situations, we begin to understand Temporary as both 
articulating a current condition of art practice/display and 
dealing with the awkward technical realities of incidental 
association.

-Rafael Ochoa

(above) Andreas Buchwald’s 
kinetic sculptures challenge 
modernist ideologies by 
toying with architectural 
aesthetic conventions.  This 
image shows a mat used in 
the process of spray painting 
a custom metal frame.  For 
this exhibition Buchwald tries 
his hand at projected light 
and lens art.

(right) Luke Siemens‘ 
large graphite drawing of 
an aggressive fictional 
future cityscape is 
temporarily given a 
softening treatment 
suitable for ages 7+.

(left) For this exhibit, Phil Irish 
reveals a fragment of process 
by showing the untouched 
sheets of expressively painted 
paper before being diced into 
collage elements.  Depicted 
here is a detail of a finished 
piece.

Thea Jones moves to her inner 
groove when making art.  This 
is reflected in her ability to 
migrate between mediums 
unhampered by the confines of 
tradition.  

Shown here is a string, nail and 
support test and a collaborative 
video with Jon Claytor.

Braden Labonte installs 
fluorescent lighting to the 
gallery ceiling, mimicking roles 
typical of the gallerist or interior 
designer.  This gesture can be 
read as an articulation of recent 
trends in photogenic lighting 
for artwork made to be seen on 
the Internet.

Matthew Gardiner is a 
human image processor.  
Employing traditional 
representational painting 
techniques, he alters found 
images through pictorial 
systems of abstraction.  

For this exhibit, Gardiner 
displays the Asleep 
paintings, a project where he 
paints the same image of a 
sleeping male on a series of 
canvases.

For this exhibit Jones applies 
candy yellow vinyl signage to 
the gallery front window that 
jives with the area’s growing art 
scene.

(bottom) Jon Claytor is known for his bold, highly subjective “portrait” paintings of 
people in his life.  He extends the means of communicating his personal world by 
incorporating found and altered objects.  

For Temporary, Claytor’s large graphic painting of a moonshine jug is denied its 
original reading as it is used as a room divider, bisecting the front and back gallery 
spaces.

Patrick Cull’s practice is 
continually expanding its 
vocabulary.  For Temporary, 
Cull bridges his artistic roots 
in geometric abstract painting 
with a recent “relational art” 
project where he offers a 
blade sharpening service 
to the public.  

Depicted here is one of 
recent experiments 
where Cull automates 
the painting process 
entirely by machine.


